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Abstract. A previously advanced conjecture i s developed,
that may eventually solve the quasar redshift
controversy in a constructive fashion. The claimed
galaxy-quasar and other associations with discordant
redshifts are recognized as such, but on the level of a
l i t t l e known possibility: that each associated group is
the multiple image of a single Bource, produced by rays
emitted along paths of different lengths. This i s
allowed by the multiply connected topologies of
Friedman's closed models of negative spatial curvature.
The distances indicated by the cosmological
interpretation of the redshifts are now seen as image
distances, only one of them being the source's
separation from us. In this f irst part of a two-paper
sequence *"~*»̂ lr v*** the problewvUiTthe relatively
simple context of a hyperbolic 2-dimensional space. This
i s physically unrealistic, but leads to a fev
qualitative observational suggestions; and i t permits
the introduction of the needed mathematical machinery,
centered on the tesselations of hyperbolic spaces, in a
visualizable way. Thus the reader will be prepared for
the less intuitive 3-dinensional research, which i s
outlined in the last section and will be elaborated in
Part II . Some related theoretical topics are discussed
along the way. They include «interpretations of the
cosmic isotropy and of the homogeneity principle, and
hints of an argumentation for the assumed closure of
space. Clil)
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1. INTRODUCTION. The idea of a cosmic source of light

producing two images as seen from the Earth appeared

with Riemann's discovery of the 3-dimensional spherical

•nanifold S5: i f s ' or i t s related e l l ip t i c manifold

represents physical space, and i f l ight travels along

i t s (circular) geodesies, then a source could possibly

be seen at opposite points on the sky (Sommervllle 1938).

These hypotheses are satisfied by some re lat iv is t ic

cosmological models, so that the actual observation of

opposite images of a source has been considered by some

authors - see (El l i s 1971) and references therein.

Present observational evidence favors

Friedman's hyperbolic model as the most adequate

representative for the large scale features of the

observed universe. I t s space sections are usually taken

to be the infinita spaces H5(t) with curvature K(t) =
2

- I/a (t), where a(t) is the expansion factor. In this

model light does not travel in spatially closed paths,

hence topologically produced double images are not

expected. But I recently showed (Fagundes 1983b) that

present evidence is compatible with having H (t)

replaced by closed space sections 51 (t) with the fie c /,",./ /

constant curvature - l/« It). The latter do allow ^ ..

closed paths for light and hence double images, which

now do not have to be in opposition.

My motivation for substituting a compact

manifold 21 for the infinite space H* is basically

to keep the clarity and convenience of dealing with
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finite rather than infinite quantities. For example,

tbe particular ^T(t) used in the mentioned paper has

a volume V(t) *& 10 a (t), which is of the same order

as the volume of space in Friedraann's spherical model,

V At) - 2 7T a (t). There are other philosophical /
spn - ,

and methodological reasons for the substitution, as

summarized at the end of that paper.

But it turns out that the idea is probably

verifiable, with exciting possibilities for both

theory and observation. If the mean cosmic density of

matter is as low as its astronomical estimates - say Si

Jt i=: 0.1 (Huchra 1984) - then multiple images should

be expected, depending of course of such factors as

evolution and luminosity of the sources. In (Fagundes

1983b) I mention a minimal, cl o Bed geodesic loop in 2 ,

X
with comoving length 2 Y 0 "= 0.766. Then, as explained ,

below, one can get two images of a source in the same

direction, one with a very small redshift, the other

with Z - 1.3. This suggests a solution for the old,

but persisting (Burbidge 1981) quasar redshift

controversy! For although the above is an isolated

example, I an confident that further study of that

and other hyperbolic compact 3-manifolds will reveal

good candidates to space section, allowing many such

conjunctions, to be fitted to Arp and others' claimed

associations of galaxies and quasars with discordant

redshifts. Then the redehifts would be cosmoTiogical,

•a believed by most - but the distance corresponding



to the larger Z would only mean the length of a

-wound up" ray originated in the same place as the low

Z ray. And the images would be physically associated,

as held by the minority: it seems they would accept a

historical or evolutionary connection, especially if

additional processes could account for Buch striking

effects asjthe aligned triplets discovered by Arp and

Hazard (1980) (see section 6).

This theory would lead to the prediction of

<-2Ry other correlated pairs, in the same as well as in

different directions. And we nay hope such correlations

to checkable with respect to other properties besides

redshift, especially now that a wealth of data is

expected from the soon-to-be-launched Hubble Space

Telescope.

This is the first of a sequence of two papers

dealing with the topology and geometry of multiple images.

I start with a consideration of a closed "quasi-hyperbolic"

model previously developed (Fagundes 1982, 1983a). This

has the advantage that we may restrict ourselves to

2-dimensional hyperbolic geoaetry for the introduction of

unfamiliar mathematical techniques. The results are not

quantitatively realistic, but will illustrate the

possibilities and even lead to a prediction that I hope

can be tested with available data (see sections 4 and 5). And

they will serve as a preparation for the far more

difficult 3-dimensional study that will be made in

Part II. Since the latter will take some time to
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appear, a tentative outline of the promising 3-dimensional

research is presented at the end of this Part.

2. THE QUASI-HYPERBOLIC MODEL AND THE POINCARÊ

REPRESENTATION OF H2. In (Fagundes 1982) a cosaological

•odel was developed, with the loca l Kantowski-Sachs

• e t r i c

ds2 s c 2 dt 2 - a 2 ( t ) (dz> 2 • sinh2z> à<f2)
n 5 (2*1)

- b z ( t ) d Ç %

•nd closed space sections. Later (Fagundes 1983a) this

•odel was fitted to a presumed quadrupole anisotropy in

the cosaic background radiation, an idea now in disfavor*

Here the model will be mainly used for its illustrative

value, and for the Introduction of matheaatical

techniques.

Let us restrict ourselves to a "horizontal

plane" ( Ç = constant), so that

ÚB2 = a ^ T p U T ) 2 - d a 2 ) ,

where n i s related to t by

<st(rj) = ao(sinhT) - n ), (?.3) ° ^ ao
1 A '2*"<i
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and

a(y|) - a,, (coshyj - 1) , (2.4)

as in Friedman's hyperbolic model;

dtr2 = d p 2 + sinh2/? àf2 (2.5)

i s a comoving metric on the plane. The expression for

the cosmological redshift of an image I at distance

O - Pr received by the observer at p ^ 0 i s also

the sane as in that aodel:

(2.6)
10 "

•rhere yjQ = r|ttnoií^ i s *h* r a â i t t B **f t n e particle

norizon in the coaoving metric.

The horizontal plane i s here a closed

2-dlmensional manifold, whc3e Bimplest topology ia that

of a double torus or "pretzel" (Seifert and Threlfall

1980). I shall refer to this closed plane with hyperbolic

metric as T.. It it conveniently represented by the

tomaln limited by a regular octagon in the hyperbolic
2

plane H « with sides pairwlse identified. See (Kfimov

1980) for a detailed discussion of this space form.

The above coordinates (d ,<p) are vary
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attract ive because of their direct geometrical

•eaning (Fagundes 1980), but for the purposes of this

work we need a system with a more f l ex ib le analytic

geometry. This i s provided by Poincare's representation

of H on the interior of the unit c i r c l e ( z f — 1

in the complex plane. The one-to-one correspondence

between the coordinates (p,<P) and z = Jzj e • —

x + iy i s given by

and

| z | = tanh (p/2) ,

— 2 tanh"1 | z

(2.1)

(2.8)

Substitution of equation (2.8) into equation 12.5) gives

dcr^U, dz) ~
4 dz dz

(1 - zl)2 (1 - x2 - yc)

4(dx2 + dy2)

2x2
(2.9)

The geodesies of H , or Lobachevskian straight lines,

are mapped onto arcs of circle which meet the frontier

|z| ~z 1 at right angles* This includes the diameters

of the dlBkt as arcs of infinite radius.

The domain representing T^ is now the octagon
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in Figure 1, whose vertices have the coordinates

*(Jk) =: 0.841 exp
(3 - 2k)ni

8
(2.10)

and whose pairwise identified sides are arcs of circle

of radius 0.455 (see Appendix).

In (Fagundes 1982) I suggested that the

controversial galaxy-quasar associations Bight be at

least in part produced by the topology of space. (Kore

recently Fang and Sato (1983) aade a similar suggestion,

in a very interesting paper on the inplicatione of a

closed Einstein-de Sitter model). Figure 1 shows an

illustration of thia idea, a source ? and its second

image S* being aligned with the observer at 0, As stated

above, the numbers for this 2-dimensional ease are not

realistic (e. g., if r^Q ~ 6, we get Z($) = 0.7,

Z(S') - 42). This happens because the length of the

saallest geodesic loop in T. is 3*06 in the comoving

•etric. Contrasted to this is the ̂ -dimensional example

given in the Introduction, a such shorter loop that

allows an impressively realistic pair of redehifts.

The position of S at the center of Figure 1 is

rather privileged, sines T, is not globally homogeneous

(see section 4). If both the source and the observer are

in eccentric positions (like Q and 2 in Figure 2), then

it is cumbersome to find multiple images by
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elementary means. A «ore powerful method will now be

developed.

3. THE DISCRETE SUBGROUP OF MOTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH

I2 AND THE TESSELATION OF H?. In this and next «ectiona

I informally describe a convergence of mathematical

facts that leads to straightforward rules for the

determination of multiple images. In the Appendix some

of the mathematics is more closely looked at. The basic

reference for these matters will be (Magnus 1974).

Consider the group fL of 2*2 complex matrices

of the form

Co) '

CO

g = _ __ I * u>v-<}<p s i . ( j á ) f

This group acts on the complex plane C thorough i t s

homomorphiBm onto the subgroup t(JL) of the group of

orientation preserving hooographie transformations of C

that leave the unit disk \z\ <. 1 Invariant (Magnus

1974; p. 20). That i s , in easier language, to each g of

the above fora corresponds the transformation

t(g)z = z* = — ~ - , (3.2)

• > '



where jz| < 1 inplies |z*| < 2; the composition of

these transformations is consistent with the product of

•atrices in JL , i. e., if

«• =

, f .v
' = ~ .tO*

then

t(g')t(g)2 = t(g'g)2

13.5)

and the matrix - g induces the ease transformation as g:

t(-g)t s t(g)z . (3.4)

The group t ( / l ) also leaves invariant the metric

Poinoan

equation (2.8):

fora of Poinoare's representation of H , given in

4 dz« dz1 ,
z dz). (3.5)

(1 - z'l')2

Therefore t(JI) Is the group of oriented rigid notions

of H , i. e., transformations of this plane into itself

that preserve the orientation and measures of its

geometric figures (Magnus 1974; p. 20).
l

Fro» now on, where no confusion nay arise, I
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will write g for tfg), as in z* = gz instead of x' -

t(g)z.

In Fig. 2 the region F that represents T,

appears surrounded by images g.P of itself under the

action of the following eight matrices:

/1.707(1 - i) 1.554(1 • i) \
= /

^1.554(1 - i) 1.707(1 + i ) /

. /I.707(1 + i) - 2.197 \
= gial1) = ) ,

* \ - 2.197 1.707(1 - i) /

g, =
. / 1.707(1 + i) 1.554(-1-1)\

X V 1.554Í-1 + 1) 1 .707(1-1) /

(1.707(1 - 1) 2.197 "\

2.197 1.707(1 • 1) /

A.707(1 - i) 1.554(-1 - i)"\
= ) ,

\l.554(-l • i) 1.707(1 * i) J

/1.707(1 • i) 2.197 "\

\ 2.197 1.707(1 - 1 ) /

. ^1.707(1 • 1) 1.554(1 • I) \

' ^ \1.554(1 - i) 1.707(1-1)/



and

/ 1.70711 - i) - P.197
gU ) -. )

4 V - ?.197 1.707(1 • i) 7

In the Appendix an indication is given on how theee

•atrices were obtained, as well as the seaning of the

notation g i ^ ) , «(e^1). Notice that ei\l) - "1

We have the important relation

77

8
TTgk -

where e is the uni' matrix. Nowt the oroducts of any

number of these aa rices, in any order (sinplified by

neighboring inverses and by relation (3*7)) constitute

a discrete subgroup A of the groupJ , which i» said

to be generated by the set of matrices \s^* &2' *5'

- see, for e.r-niple, (Baumslag and Chandler 1968).

From these somewhat dry ideas follows the fact

that is the cornerstone of the presen*. work: The plane

H is tesselated into a mosaic whose tiles t(g)P are

obtained from the fundamental region, * by the action of

the elements of the discrete subgroup of motions t(A).

This is a consequence of a beautiful theorem discovered

by Poincare (see Appendix).

Figure 2 also indicates a cyc^e of eight tiles
Y

around vertex J, of T, where (Magnus 1974; p. 67) t°c

yx,—^^
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Yi = h '
{3.8)

t k ~ ^k-lgk , k s ? to 8.

This cycle, together with the tiles adjacent to F»

should make the tesselation plausible to the reader*

if you realize that any tile can be taken as fundamental

region and that the vertices can be cyclically

interchanged.

Each point z in !„ is moved to a point gz in

each tile gF. These mathematical images are potential

physical images of a source at z, as explained below.

But only those inside the horizon for that kind of

source are possibly observable now (s-?e section 4). And

each point in H is the image of a unique point in T?

(= P with identified sides) under the action of a motion

g € A • If we Imagine F divided into unit cells, with

ane galaxy per cell, it is easy to convince oneself that

the density of images in H equals the density of sources

tn T?. This fact also holds in three dimensions, and is

the basis for the result on apparent isotropy succintly

>roved in (Fagundes 1983b): If the particle horizon

encloses an anisotropic region of apace, then there is

an ieotropic distribution of images though not one of

sources.



4. THE MULTIPLE IMAGES OF A GIVE» SOi HCE. The observer's

position O in Figs. 1 and 2 in z =; O.?5i. Let us make

the hyperbolic translation in Poincare's representation.

z - 0.251

0.251* • 1
(4.1)

which takes z to »' = 0r and which is interpreted as

a coordinate transformation. The fundamental region F

now looks distorted (see Fig. 3), except for the angles,

which are all preserved in these conf oreal mappings*

This transformation is convenient because rays from any

image to ̂are represented by ordinary straight lines»

thus corresponding to the line of sight. A* a matrix Q

must be written as

_ (\ -0.251 \
8 =(4/vT5)

V 0.251 1 /
(4.2)

•o that det 9-1 (of. eq. (3.1)( thfe condition is

not strictly necessary, bat \* useful as a control). A

motion g £ A 1* transformed into

-1 (4.3)

because

(4.4)

The natrices g* constitute the subgroup /\' -z. 0A9 -1



of Si, and HA*) 18 the sane group of notions as t(/\),
2

now acting on H as mapped by the new coordinates s*.

In Fig. 3 let us consider a galaxy at point Q,

z'(Q) = 0.251 + O.154Í = 6(0.2 + 0.4i), and its

corresponding points Q, = g/Q in the tiles g/F adjaoent

to F. I want to show that the points Q. , and by inference

all points g'Q, g' £/\', are potential images of Q as

seen from 0. The matrices g." are listed in the Appendix.

The space projections of the null geodesies of

Bpaeetime are here geodesies of T^» which has the sane

metric dcr2 as H . Thus 0£ is the ray producing the

direct image Q. A second image at (L, is obtained fro» a

ray that goes from Q to A = A', then from A' to £, To

see this we work backwards: draw the straight line OQg»

which meetB side a. at A'; segment 0.A* belongs to F and

Its continuation A'Qg is projected back on T by the

action of a rigid motion,

= (AQ), (4.1)

ae shown in the Appendix. Geometers will t e l l you that

the projected or "wound" line Q(AA')P. i s a geodesic of

T_, and therefore, relativists add. It i s a path of

l ight . A third image Q$ Is created by the ray Q(BB')£,

similarly determined, fortunately we need not actually

plot these paths, here shown for illustration* Thus by

calculation alone we find 7.'(Q )̂ = 0.792 + 0.4121, bonce

Q6 i s at a longitude <p ~ 27.5° and distance p = 2,910
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If we set the galaxy horizon at p "=. 3, these four

images are in principle observable, provided that the

age of the source ia at leaat St(Sn = 2.87). Notice that £ c y••'-••*

Q, ia in the general direction of Q, vhoee longitude ia

33.7°. In the next section we shall look for exact

conjunctions, since in Arp'e exaaplea the angular

separations are very snail and would be explainable as

perturbations with respect to the strong topological

effect. However, i f Arp and his school can determine a

pattern In the redshifts of their very close associations,

the topology suggests, and i t seeas possible to look for,

A siailar pattern in pairs with a, few degrees separation.

like (Q, Qg} in the above exaaple. This would be a f irst ,

qualitative test of the proposed theory»

Sti l l in Figure 3 there are two iaages C and C*

of a point at the junction of sides eT and a*. They are

in opposite directions of the sky, at a distance 0 ~

1.62, and serve to introduce a discussion of global

lnhoaogeneity: If the Earth were at another point, say at

the center of Figure 1, we would have SOBS pairs of

equidistant iaages of a source at D -z. 1*62, but none in

opposition. This global inhoaogenelty i s unavoidable in

closed hyperbolic spaces - see (Hawking and Ellis 1973) -

but i t does not destroy, only sodlfles the coesological

principle. As with the apparsnt isotropy sentloned above

we now Kav¥' « hoitfo^eneity off appearances, In the sense

that frtW*ddffeWfl* points in T2 obt*rvv.-<i see ü n saae

of inÉgej inside a given horizon. To
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astronoaers in widely separated galaxies the apparent

large scale structure of their skies would be the Base,

ignoring the topologies! correlations inside that

structure. These correlations could be different, and so

add to the fins seal» individuality of each sky.

5. THE SEARCH FOR SUPERPOSED IMAGES IS A GIVEN DIRECTION.

Ve finally reach the title challenge of this work. Since

a half-line fro* g to infinity in H 2 wraps itself

endlessly around Tg, we expect many self-intersections of

these geodesies. Fro» a source in such a self-crossing a

light ray has two patha to reach the observer, which

start in different directions but arrive from either

the same direction, aa in the example of Figure 1, or

froa opposite directions, like CO. and C*fl in Figure 3*

In a realistic aodel a coaputer program night search

for all self-crossings up to the horizon distance; this

is a finite process since the totality of observable

laages is covered by a finite number of tiles gF. Here

I aake a United search, beginning at each of the

directions <ff = 45n degrees, n = 0 to 7, and Btopping

either at the firat intersection or after four tiles

have been crossed without an intersection. The resulta

are plotted in Figure 4. Because of a partial symmetry

in the observer's position, a clustering of non-

associated second inagea was obtained at longitude 270 .
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The method i s explained in detail for Cf>' ~ 0.

This half-line goes from g to A, crossing side a? at G..

From Figure 2 we see that 2<5is continued on t i l e

&*})?, which i s adjacent to F along aT . Then this

continuation is projected back on F along

segment G'D1 obtained by moving l ine BA under the action

of g'(a4): we calculate * ' U ' ) = g ' (a 4 ) ( - l ) = - 0.89B +

O.441Í and z 'U 1 ) - g ' U ^ U ) = - 0.946 - 0.3241

and draw B'A* as an arc of circle meeting the frontier

| z | - 1 at right angles. This arc enters F at point Ĝ

opposite G., which i s a good control; at D* on a, i t

leaves F and enters g'(a_)F, so we apply g'(aZ ) to bring

B'A1 onto B"A", getting z'(B") = - 0.334 • 0.9431 and

z'(A") = - 0.994 + 0.1081. B"A" crosses F from D" to E",

where i t enters g'(a4)F. Finally «'(a^1)' moves B"A" onto

B"'A"' and the latter crosses the original half-line at

0oi we read z'(Q0) - 0.47 out of the graph (a more

precise value would be calculated, i f necessary). A

source at CQ will have a second image in conjunction at

Qo, which is obtained by the inverse of the above

combined motion. That i s , since B"'A"' =. g£ g.» g£ (BA),

or BA = «o «5 «s (B-'A"'), and CQ É B«"Awf, i t follows

that Z'(QQ) = gg g^ gg (0.47) = 0.96. The arrows along
I

the paths GjjP. and GQ{W f")(0NPa)(0^G4)a indicate the

travels of the rays.

For a' = 45° we get , s imi lar ly , s»(G,') -



0.20 (1 + i ) and

At <^ ' — 90 we get a surprise: there i s no superposed

second image, but every source G in t h i s direction has an

image Q in opposition, with z'(Q) = g i gi *'(G). For
only

c lar i ty Ixindicate two such pairs in Figure 4, (G , Q-J

at z' = (0 .301, - 0.992 i ) . and (G£, Qp at z' - (0.47 i ,

- 0.988 i ) . At <f • t= 270° we also have the superposed

pair (G6, Q6) at z ' = (- 0.25 i , -0 .946 i ) , which i s the

same pair of Figure 1 .

The l i n e <qp • n 135° having crossed four t i l e s

beyond F without se l f - in tersec t ion , the search in th is

direction was abandoned. For CP' - 180 we have the pair

in opposition (G., G'), which i s the same as (C, C ) in

Figure 3 . S in i lar ly , for <ff - 225° and 315° the

f i r s t se l f -eross ings were obtained in the opposite

direct ions , with z'iGy Qj) = (0.36 + 0.36 i* - 0.70

- 0.70 i ) , and z' (G 7 , fty) = ( - 0.36 • O.36 i , 0.70

- 0.70 i). So we have a diversity of topological effects,

which can also appear in combination as in the directions

45° and ?70°. If we notice that T 2 is the simplest of the

2-dimensional simulating spaces (other possibilities are

surfaces based on irregular fundamental octagons, and on

regular or Irregular fundaaental polygons of higher

order), then we certainly aay expect the varied and

complex 3-manlfolds to offer enough kinds of topological

effect* to aatch the types of apparent association?

presented in (Burbidge 1981).
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Table 1 l i s t s the associated potential images

obtained above, as well as their coaoving distances and

cosaological redshifts, excluding those beyond a galaxy

horizon set at Z = 100. The redshifts were calculated

from equation (2.6), with T]o ~ 6» which i s an çJ^Lte \

unrealistic value, giving a reasonable SL but too high

an anisotropy (H-/IL — 0.24) in the quasi-hyperbolic

nodel (Fagundes 1983a); and too low a density ratio in

Friedoanian cosmology. Such arbitrary nuabers are a

compromise aiaed at a coherent qualitative outcome of

the 2-dimensional siaulation. The overall purpose i s

the common theoretical procedure of introducing an

unfamiliar formalism in a visualizable, sometimes

artificial setting, and then taking that formalism for

granted to explore an expanded, lesa intuitive field.

Ve shall now have a glimpse of the latter*
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6. OUTLINE OF PART II AND COMMENTS. Let • • first

elaborate on the "appetizer" example of the Introduction,

of a pair of associated images with realistic discordant

redahifts. The ainiaal geodesic loop of length 0.766 i s

represented by the segment between the Biddies of the

identified faces A'B'C'O* and C'D'DC, in Figure 1 of

(Best 1971). In i t s own plane this loop i s topologically

similar to the loop S(MjMpS in Figura 1 above. If we

place the observer as in that figura, say at a distance

y - 0.010 fro» S, then the iaages will be at distances

V r 10.010, 0.776) fro» the observer. And if J l = 0 . 1 ,

hence -r\ = 3.637, then the redshifts are Z = (0.01,

1.32), that i s , of the same orders of magnitude as many

pairs in Table 1 of (Burbidge 1961).

Therefore I will start Part II with a deeper

exploration of the 21 space section adopted in (Fagundes

1983b). Ve again have • Poincari representation, with H'

napped on the interior of a Euclidean sphere of unit
but -mother, Klein's representation, r.-vj *& prefer

radius^and again a group of 2x2 coaplex Matrices

induces the group of rigid hyperbolic aotions - see

section 1.3 in (Magnus 1974). The next task will be to

express the generators for the teaselation of Vr with

fundamental region P* in teras of sat rices. F* i s the

polyhedron shown in Figure 1 of (Best 1971), and represents

X. upon the identification of faces l isted there. Then

we should do the search for self-intersections of

geodesies, and hence superposed iaages, as in section 5

here. Of course all thsse processes are aore complex than
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they were for T_, and will demand a aubstanti&l amount

of computer work.

That particular compact hyperbolic

5-manifold (CHM) is not expected to coapletely solve *•"

quasar redshift puzzles. While the above value (Z =

1.3) is about the minimus for second inages in 2L ,

Buibidge (1981) lists «any candidates with saaller

redshifts, and also discusses other unexplained facts,

like the periodicity of the red«hift distribution and

the alignments of QSO's. Therefore we should look not

only for an alternative CHM with smaller minisal loop,

but also for a combination of topology and other

processes to explain the characteristics of each

association. For example, I speculate thai Arp and

Hazard's famous triplets (Figure 24 In Burbidge's

article) could be the combined result oft three

topologically allowed paths, to account for the

different redshifts In each triplet; jets with one

branch luminous at Z = 2.1» the other branch more

recently, both having disappeared at the central time

(oo look out for vestiges of the .other epochs near

each of the images); and a gravitational lens

effect to produce two images of a single triplet.

Fortunately there is an apparently infinite

variety ot CnH's, whose complete classification is a

subject of ongoing mathematical research - see Birner's

preface to (Seifert and Threlfall 1980). Besides Z .

Best's paper presents ten other CHK'e, and I shall try
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to examine then as to applicability to our problem.

Also worth examining is the family of CHM'e constructed

by Lobell (1931), but the synthetic geometrical method

is a barrier to its study; it should be interesting to

see someone put his results in a less difficult font.

The celular-filamentary structure which is being

explored for the large scale distribution of matter In

the universe (Silk et al. 198?) will add to the lens

effect produced by the local inhoaogeneities of that

distribution. Ada to this the uncertainties about J L

(contrast (Huchra 1984) and (Turner et al. 1984)), about

galaxy and quasar evolution, and even about Bubble's

constant, and the reader will agree that we have much

roo» for model building without recourse to new local

laws, of physics.

The explanation of correlated, discordant

redshifts I am offering, if sufficiently developed and

experimentally confirmed would be a breakthrough, and

not only for settling the controversy. It would also

make us aware of, and encourage research on other rich

consequences of closed hyperbolic cosmology. The

theory is not related to any newly postulated law,

unless we consider as such Einstein and others' view

of Mach's principle as implying the closure of space

- sae, for example, (Einstein 195$), (Wheeler 1964),

and (Heller 1970)» Aa to a mechanism for inducing a

particular compact topology on the early universe

(Ellis and Brundrit 1979), an idea that comes to mind

is a critical transition or "catastrophe" ot the



available matter and space into a stable, closed apace

fora, as the Friedman era seta in. Such a program may

be included in the current efforts to derive this era

from more fundamental physics. In this connection the

closure of space appears as a condition for the

spontaneous birth of the universe (Zeldovich 1982).
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APPENDIX. The polar coordinates of the boundary of the

fundamental region P were given in (Fagundes 1982), for

the general ease of a g-torus, g > 2 , centered at p a 0 .

For g -= 2 we have D U k ) n 2.448 and f>(\) - 1*529»

where J. i s a vertex and H. i s the middle of a s ide .

Hence, by equation ( 2 . 7 ) , } z U k ) Í = 0.841 and

|z(M.) | - 0.644, and from these numbers we may draw F

in Figures 1 and 2. Numerically i t i s bet ter to rely on

the value 0.435 for the radius of the s i d e s , obtained

from (Magnus 1974; p. 8 8 ) .

The relat ion between discrete groups and mosaics

i s eas i ly seen in the teasel ation of the Eaelidean plane

by squares (Magnus 1974; section H . I ) . And the relat ion

between tesse lat ions and closed space forms i s amply

i l lus trated in chapter 9 of (Efimov 1980). For another

perspective on these matters, see (Si«gel 1971).

In our case the tesse lat ion i s generated by the

group A of discrete motions of the plane B . Each of

matrices g(a£M, k s l to 4 , induces m motion that takes

F to the t i l e g (a j 1 )F , which 1» adjaoent to the former

along the designated side of F. Thus ei\) i» • • i d to be

associated to s ide a. , and g(aJJ ) associated to s ide ajj .

Also notice that

and (A.Í)



as i t should be, since sides a, and aT are identified

in T-.
v

My matrices g. , k — 1 to 8, are Magnus1 C^f v> •_

0 to 7, in example 1 of his section I I .6 . I made them

explicit using his equations (2*60) and (2.56) , vith a

correction in the lat ter: matrices A and B should be

replaced by their adjoint. Some of the matrices are

replaced by their negative, as allowed by equation (3*4).

A shortcut to these results i s to check that these

Matrices are in the form of equation (3*1)» and perform

the motions they are supposed to, e. g . , to check

equations (A.I) for two points on each side.

The theory of presentations of a group by

generators and relations i s quite unfamiliar, so i t i s a

pity that Magnus' book presupposes i t s knowledge. A

needed minimum of i t appeared diluted in this paper. But

3-dimeneional manifolds are another story» so I will

prepare a summary of that theory for Fart I I .
Poincare's theorem guarantees the existence of

2 "i
tesselations of H or Yr under quite general conditions»
Essential elements are a polygonal or polyhedral

fundamental region With side» or faces palrwise
( i n i general technical senna),

identified^ a discrete group generated by the motions

associated with each side or face, and cycle relations

l ike equation (3.7) in the text. A modem discussion by

Maskit (1971) will be appreciated by the mathematically

inclined. What i s remarkable about Poincare's theorem in

the present context i s that i t provides an eff icient
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numerical method for dealing with the non-intuitive

hyperbolic mosaics.

The aatricee g£ - $ \& introduced in

section 4 have the explicit foras (where third decimals

are not reliable)

( 1.707-2.7631 2.672 + 1.5541 \
) .

2.672 - 1.5541 1.707 • 2.7631 /

, / 1.707 • 3.1071 - 3.401 \
«j -- «•<°;1> = ( ) .

V - 3-401 1.707 - 3.1071 /

. / 1.707 • 2.7631 - 2.672 - 1.5541 \
*5 = « l (-i > = (

\ - 2.672 • 1.5541 1.707 - 2.7631 /

( 1.707 - 3.1071 3.402 \

) ,
3.402 1.707 • 3.1071 /

/ Í .707 - 1.1061 - 0.851 - 1.5541 \

\- 0.851 » 1.5541 1.T07 • 1.1061 /

1.707 • 0.7621 1.581

1.581

1.581 \
)

1.707 - 0.7621 /
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. / 1.707 + 1.1061 0.851 + 1.5541 \

^«S'= )
V 0.851 - 1.5541 1.707 - 1.1061 /

and

/ 1.707 - 0.7621 - 1.581

\ - 1.581 1.707 + O.762Í

To verify equation (4.1)» notice that g'(a7 )

takes A* to A» because of equation (A.I), and QQ to Q,

because Q0 was the result of moving Q by g'(a^); and

that any rigid motion preserves geodesic segments.
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Associated

images

V Qi
G2, Q2

CJ, <£

VC4
vs
C6' «6

Nearest

Distance

1.02

0.58

0.62

1.02

1.62

1.12

0.51

1.12

iaage

Redshift

1.8

0.8

0.9

1.8

4.2

2.1

0.7

2.1

Second iaage

Distance Redshift

3.89

3.94

5.52

5.11

1.62

5.29

3.58

5.29

62

66

-

-

4.2

-

42

TABLE 1, Comoving distances and cosmologies! rsdshifts

for associated images in the illustrative 2-diaensional

simulation, with a universal horizon ft. •= 6, excluding

redshifts beyond the galaxy horizon Z •=• 100. The reader

is asked not to be unduly impressed by the gigantic

redshifts of second iaages: they are expected to becoae

realistic in the 3-diaensional aodels of Fart II.
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F i g u r e l e g e n d s

FIGURE 1. The circle has unit radius, and i t s interior

represents the hyperbolic plane H in Poincare's model.

The region limited by the octagon J . , . . .J n can be seen

as the double torus T_, i f we iaagine the sides in each

pair ( a . , aT ) , k = 1 to 4, to be smoothly glued to

each other* An observer at 0 gets two images S, S* of

the source at S: the f irst fro» ray SO, the second from

ray Sd^HpO, where MjS MJ.

FIGURE 2. The fundaaental region F that represents T-

appears surrounded by the neighboring regions

obtained froa F by rigid hyperbolic aotions ĝ » Also

shown are^corners of eight regions y^F similarly

obtained, which surround their coaaon vertex J j .

Repeated application of these aotions leads to the

eoaplete tesselation of H into a aoaaic of t i l e s equal

to F. Point Q i s the source i t z = 0.2 + 0.4 1 that

appears in Figure 3 vlth different coordinates.



FIGURE 3. The funrasental octagon P looks distorted in

the new coordinates E* introduced in section 4, but this

is only a napping effect. Q is a source's position,

0. r= gJ"Q are its potential iaages in the neighboring

tiles g'F (see Figure 2). The dashed circle is a galaxy

horizon at comoving distance p — 3» Points Q, Qc. CL»

and QQ are then real iaages of the source, Qc being

produced by ray Q(BB')Q, Q 8 by ray Q(AA')fi.

FIGURE 4. The search described in the text, for superposed,

associated potential laagea, led to the pairs (CQ, Q Q ) ,

(GJ, Q 1 ) , and (0fi, Qfi). The wound ray for image QQ is

0o(£"*E
N)(D«D*)(G^C4)£. Also Indicated are by-products

of that search» the associated pairs in opposition* The

galaxy horizon adopted in Table 1 is not shown*
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